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My main issue is that when I have any files
such as audio cds or non-audible files in

the transfer they don't show up at all in the
Edius movie. I have to have the file

physically put on a computer and then
import the cds into the editor and then

bring them into the movie or they never
show up. That's just a big pain in the ass.

Has anyone been able to transfer non-
audible files to the EDIUS program? > I had

this same problem when I first started
using edius. And then one day, I copied 2
minutes of random mvbs and it worked.

This was over 10 years ago and then
everything started working correctly. These
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days they are almost all on my computer
and I never have to worry about that

problem again. So, I guess they change
some setting in their new versions of edius

in order to not allow that problem
anymore. I had this same problem when I

first started using edius. And then one day,
I copied 2 minutes of random mvbs and it
worked. This was over 10 years ago and

then everything started working correctly.
These days they are almost all on my

computer and I never have to worry about
that problem again. So, I guess they

change some setting in their new versions
of edius in order to not allow that problem
anymore. Can we use J2 Audio Studio as

output instead of the built-in ones in edius?
I noticed that this built-in option is not

available in the latest release? It may not
be possible to use J2 audio as the output,

as it is a plugin that runs in a separate
process and is not directly accessible from

the program. J2 audio is only accessible
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from within edius and it does not accept
normal plugin options for audio. I have this

problem in both edius 6.5 and 9.15. Can
anyone help me? "How To Use J2 Audio

Studio With EDIUS PRO" By: Ben Hall First,
the J2 audio device settings window will

ask you to import the latest configuration
file from J2 audio. Right-click on the

program tray icon and select "Import latest
J2 Audio profile". How to export a project
using Edius? how to export project using

Edius Pro 6.5? are there any tutorial
available to teach beginners how to export

a project using edius?If this is your first
visit,
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